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ARTICLE

HydrodynamicStability

Without

Eigenvalues

LloydN. Trefethen,Anne E. Trefethen, Satish C. Reddy, TobinA. Driscoll
Fluid flows that are smooth at low speeds become unstable and then turbulent at higher
speeds. This phenomenon has traditionallybeen investigated by linearizing the equations
of flow and testing for unstable eigenvalues of the linearized problem, but the results of such
investigations agree poorly in many cases with experiments. Nevertheless, linear effects
play a central role in hydrodynamic instability. A reconciliation of these findings with the
traditionalanalysis is presented based on the "pseudospectra" of the linearized problem,
which imply that small perturbations to the smooth flow may be amplified by factors on the
order of 105 by a linear mechanism even though all the eigenmodes decay monotonically.
The methods suggested here apply also to other problems in the mathematical sciences
that involve nonorthogonal eigenfunctions.

Hydrodynamicstabilitytheoryis the study two most studied examples of this kind:
of how laminarfluidflowsbecomeunstable, (plane)Couetteflow, the flowwith a linear
the precursor
to turbulence.It is well known velocity profile between two infinite flat
that turbulenceis an unsolvedproblem,but platesmovingparallelto one another, and
not so well knownthat despitethe effortsof
(plane) Poiseuille flow, the flow with a
generationsof appliedmathematicians,be- parabolicvelocity profilebetween two staginning with Kelvin, Rayleigh, and Rey- tionaryplates (Fig. 1). Other examplesfor
nolds, manyof the presumably
simplerphe- which eigenvalueanalysisfailsincludepipe
nomena of hydrodynamicstabilityalso re- Poiseuilleflow (in a cylindricalpipe) and,
main incompletelyunderstood(1, 2).
to a lesser degree, Blasiusboundarylayer
The traditional starting point of an flow (neara flat wall).
investigation of hydrodynamicstability is
For Poiseuilleflow, eigenvalue analysis
eigenvalue analysis, which proceeds in
predictsa critical ReynoldsnumberR =
two stages: (i) linearizeabout the laminar 5772 at which instabilityshouldfirstoccur
solution and then (ii) look for unstable (3), but in the laboratory,transition to
eigenvaluesof the linearizedproblem.An
turbulenceis observedat Reynoldsnumbers
"unstableeigenvalue"is an eigenvalue in
as low as R - 1000 (4). ForCouette flow,
the complexupperhalf-plane,correspond- eigenvalueanalysispredictsstabilityfor all
ing to an eigenmode of the linearized R (5), but transitionis observedfor Reyproblem that grows exponentially as a noldsnumbersaslow asR 350 (6). These
function of time t. It is naturalto expect anomaliesof "subcriticaltransitionto turthat a flowwill behave unstablyif and only bulence" have been recognizedfor many
if there exists such a growingeigenmode, years,and the explanationhas traditionally
and over the yearsmuch has been learned been attributedto step (i) above. If linearabout which flows possess such modes, a ization has failed, the reasoninggoes, one
distinction that dependson the geometry, must look more closely at the nonlinear
the Reynoldsnumber,and sometimesothtermsor perhapslinearizeabout a solution
er parameters.
other than the laminarone [the theory of
For some flows, notably those with in"secondaryinstability"(7-9)].
stabilitiesdriven by thermalor centrifugal
Recentlyit has emerged,however, that
forces,the predictionsof eigenvalueanaly- the failureof eigenvalueanalysismaymore
sis matchlaboratoryexperiments.Examples
are Rayleigh-Benard
convection (a stationary fluid heated from below) and TaylorCouette flow (between a stationaryouter
and a rotatinginner cylinder). For other
flows,notablythose drivenby shearforces,
the predictionsof eigenvalues
analysisfail to
match most experiments.We considerthe
L. N. Trefethenis in the Departmentof Computer
Science, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
A. E. Trefethenis in the Cornell
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T. A. Driscollis inthe CenterforAppliedMathematics,
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Fig. 1. Velocity profiles for two laminarflows
(independentof x and z). The geometry is an

infinite
3D slab of viscousincompressible
fluid
bounded by parallelwalls. The laminarsolutions satisfy the Navier-Stokesequations for all
Reynolds numbers,but for higher R, the flows
are unstable and rapidlybecome turbulent.
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justlybe attributableto step (ii). It is a fact
of linear algebra that even if all of the
eigenvaluesof a linear systemare distinct
and lie well inside the lower half-plane,
inputs to that systemmay be amplifiedby
arbitrarily
largefactorsif the eigenfunctions
are not orthogonalto one another.A matrix or operatorwhose eigenfunctionsare
orthogonalis saidto be "normal"(10), and
the linearoperatorsthat arisein the Benard
and Taylor-Couetteproblemsare in this
category. By contrast, Reddy et al. (11)
discoveredin 1990 that the operatorsthat
arisein Poiseuilleand Couetteflowarein a
sense exponentially far from normal. At
aboutthe sametime, the startlingdiscovery
was madeby Gustavsson(12), Henningson
et al. (13), and Butlerand Farrell(14) that
small perturbationsto these flows may be
amplifiedby factors of many thousands,
even when all the eigenvaluesare in the
lowerhalf-plane(Fig. 2). The elegantpaper
by Butlerand Farrelldiscussesmanydetails
omitted here and, together with a more
recent paper by Reddy and Henningson
(15), forms the foundationof the present
work (16).
The shadedregionin Fig. 2 has appeared
in manypublications(17) and corresponds
to parametersfor which unstable eigenmodesexist. The contoursoutsidethe shad3

E

'

0
0

104
Reynolds number

2x1

Fig. 2. Maximalresonant amplificationof 3D
perturbationsin linearizedPoiseuilleflow as a
functionof Reynolds number R and xz wavenumbermagnitudek = N/'T2j2
(Eq.6). Inthe
shaded region, with leftmost point R = 5772,
unstable eigenmodes exist and unbounded
amplificationis possible. The contoursoutside
that region, fromouter to inner,correspondto
finiteamplificationfactors of 103, 104 (dashed),
105, 2 x 105, ...,

1.3 x

106.

For example,

amplificationby a factorof 1000 is possible for
all R - 549. In the laboratory,transitionto
turbulenceis observed at R = 1000. The analogous pictureforCouetteflowlooksqualitatively similarexcept thatthere is no shaded region.

ed regionquantifythe nonmodalamplification that may occur in these flows. The
possibilityof amplificationof perturbations
of viscousflowsby nonmodallinear mechanismshas been recognizedfor a century
(18), but until the recentdevelopments,it
was not known that the magnitudesinvolved were huge.
An essential featureof this nonmodal
amplificationis that it applies to threeof the lamdimensional(3D) perturbations
inar flow field (19). In much of the literature of hydrodynamicstability, attention
has been restrictedto 2D (xy) perturbations; in particular,the well-known OrrSommerfeld equation is an eigenvalue
equationfor 2D perturbations.A principal
justificationfor this restriction has been
Squire'stheorem, which assertsthat if a
flow has an unstable 3D eigenmode for
some R, then it has an unstable2D eigenmode for some lowervalue of R (20). The
new resultsindicate that this emphasison
2D perturbations has been misplaced.
When only 2D perturbationsare considered, someamplificationcan still occur,but
it is far weaker.
The growing attention to 3D linear,
nonmodalphenomenarepresentsa significant change in the traditionalconception
of problemsof hydrodynamic
stability.

of a streamwisevortexmaymove fluidfrom
a region of higher to lower x velocity, or
vice versa, where it will appearas a large,
local perturbationin the x velocity (22).
Becausethese featuresconstitute3D perturbations of the flow field, however, their
prevalencehas been difficultto reconcile
with the predictionsof eigenvalueanalysis.
Nonmodalanalysisoffersa linear explanation of whythese structuresareso common,
for although streamwisestreaks are not
eigenmodesof the linearizedflow problem,
they are pseudomodes.
To explainthis term,we mustdefinethe
evolutionoperatorthat is the mathematical
basis of this article. Let uo = uO(x,y,z)
denote the vectorvelocityfieldcorresponding to Poiseuilleor Couette laminarflow.
Let uo + U(t) = uO(x,y,z)+ U(x,y,z,t) be
the velocity field of a slightly perturbed
flow, that is, a nearby solution to the
Navier-Stokesequations(uppercaseletters
distinguishquantitiesthat are functionsof
t). If we take U to be infinitesimal,then it
satisfiesan equation
dU
dt t=-i9LU(t)

(1)

where_Tis a linearoperatorthat we call the
linearizedNavier-Stokesevolution operator. As a measureof the size of solutionsto
this equation,we define

Streamwise Vortices and Streaks
The flow featuresassociatedwith this amplificationprocesshave a distinctiveform:
A perturbationto the velocity field in the
formof a "streamwise
vortex"evolvesinto a
streak"(Fig.
higher amplitude"streamwise
3). A streamwisevortex is an elongated
region of vorticity approximatelyaligned
with the x axis, and a streamwisestreakis
an elongatedregionof high or low velocity
(relativeto the mean flow) approximately
in the x direction.Streamwisevorticesand
streaksare persistentfeaturesin laboratory
experimentsinvolvingall kindsof internal
and boundarylayershearflows (21). Physically, they are not hard to explain: In a
in the form
shearflow, a smallperturbation

= (JIu(x,y,z,t)12dx dy dz)
IIU(t)II

(2)

which we call the energynormbecauseits
squareis sometimesinterpretedas an energy.
Suppose the linearizedfluid system is
drivenby a signalof the formV(t) = e-fttv
for some frequencyX E C (C denotes the
set of complexnumbers)and functionv =
v(x,y,z)

ble amplificationover all real frequencies
(Fig. 2) is
T- ?)11
(6)
sup
An eigenvalueof ?Tis a numberX E C
such that _Tu= wu for some corresponding
eigenfunctionu. Equivalently,it is a number X with the propertythat perturbations
with frequency w can be amplified un- T) -'II = x' Generalizboundedly:11I(xO
ing this definition, for any E > 0, an
of ? is a number o
"E-pseudoeigenvalue"

such that 11(3

-

>)-1jj 2

E-1,

and a

is any funccorresponding"E-pseudomode"
su11
If e is small,
tion u with IVCu
c EIIUII.
then an E-pseudomode
u maybe excited to
a substantialamplitudeby a small input
perturbation,possiblyincludingnoise in an
experimentalapparatus.At R = 5000, for
example, a streamwise streak is an
e-pseudomodeof the linearizedPoiseuille
flowproblemfor E 1.2 x 10-' and thus
can be excited by a streamwisevortex five
ordersof magnitudeweakerin amplitude.
The set of E-pseudoeigenvalues
of an
(23)
operatoris the "E-pseudospectrum"
- ?)-1Il >
A>(S) = {@E C: II(W4

E6-}

(7)
The pseudospectra{AE(?)} form a nested
family of sets in the complex plane, with
AO(Y)equalto the spectrumA(Y). If ? is
normal, AE(2) is the set of all points at
distance?E fromA(2), but in the nonnormal case, it may be much larger.

Spectra and Pseudospectra

We numericallycalculatedspectraandpseudospectraforCouetteflowwith R = 350 and
3,500 andforPoiseuilleflowwith R = 1,000
and 10,000 (24). These Reynoldsnumbers
dU
roughlyspan the range in each case from
e
a
+
for
<
t<
x
= -iLcU(t)
iwv
-a
occasionalturbulence(in someexperiments)
(3)
to unavoidableturbulence(even in experiIt is easilyverifiedthat the responsewill be ments under the most carefullycontrolled
conditions).To performourcalculations,we
U(t) = ie-u whereu = ( --T)-Yv (4)
firstFouriertransformin x and z, reducing
(O denotes the identity operator). Thus, the calculationto one spacedimension(y)
the operator(ox9~
and two real parametersa and ti (wave
- - ) 1, known as the
resolventof X, transforms"inputs"v to the numbersin x and z). The determinationof
linearizedfluid flow at frequencyX into
the pseudospectra
then requiresa minimization in the a(, plane (25).
corresponding"outputs"u. The degree of
In the case of Couette flow, the specamplificationthat may occurin the process
is equal to the operatornorm
trumof ? is a continuousregioncontained
in the lower half-plane (Fig. 4) (for each
pair, the spectrum is discrete; the
?)111 sup l-l
(5) a-,3
11(
of a structurethat
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration
union over a and 13is a continuum).This is
V?O- llvii
appears in many shear flows. A low-amplitude
true for all R, correspondingto the unconvortex or counterrotatingpair of vortices apditional stabilityof Couette flow according
denotes
or
Be(sup
supremum
maximum).
proximatelyaligned withthe flow entrainsfluid
causean arbitrary
time-dependentperturba- to eigenvalue analysis (5). For Poiseuille
fromregions of high to low x velocityand vice
tion
of
the
laminar
flow can be reducedto
flow, the spectrumlies in the lower halfversa. The entrainedfluidappears as a streak
plane for small R, but as R increases, two
an integral over real frequencies by Fourier
of locally high or low streamwisevelocity (not
-

shown). This process is linearbut unrelatedto
eigenmodes.

analysis, values of X on the real axis llRare
of particular interest. The maximum possiSCIENCE * VOL. 261 * 30 JULY 1993

bumps appear that cross into the upper
half-plane at R = 5772 (Fig. 5). These
579

bumpsrepresentthe modethat has received
most of the attention in the literature,
known as a Tollmien-Schlichtingor TS
wave. Judgingby the spectra alone, one
wouldconcludethat Couetteand Poiseuille
flows are fundamentallydifferentbecause
one has unstable eigenmodes for certain
valuesof R and the other does not.
The pseudospectratell a differentstory.
Forboth Couette and Poiseuilleflow, they
protrudesignificantlyinto the upperhalfplane for all reasonablylarge values of R,
implyingthat the correspondingevolution
processesmustfeatureprominentnonmodal
effects(26). Qualitatively,the pseudospectrain the Couette and Poiseuillecaseslook
more alike than different,suggestingthat
these flows should behave similarly,as is
observedin experiments(27).
One cannot see in Figs. 4 and 5 what
values of a and 3 are associated with
variouspoints in the spectrumand pseudospectra.In fact, the upperboundariesof
the spectracorrespondto modeswith ,B=
0, in keepingwith Squire'stheorem,whereas the upper parts of the pseudospectra
correspondto pseudomodeswith I ? 0,
indicatingthat the effectsof nonnormality
are predominantly3D. The highest points
of the pseudospectracorrespondto a =
Rew = 0, hence purelystreamwisestruc-

0. A

Couette
R= 350

tures, but approximatelystreamwisefeatures with nonzero a and Rew are also
stronglyamplified(28).

Physical Implications
Pseudoresonrance.
One interpretation of
nonnormalitywas describedabove in connection with Eq. 5. If a systemis govemed
by a linear operator?T that is normal or
close to normal-familiarexamplesinclude
musical instruments,vibrating structures,
and molecules as describedby quantum
mechanics-then 11(o8l- ?T)- II is largeif
and only if w is close to an eigenvalue,and
thus the frequenciesat which the system
resonatesare determinedby the spectrum.
Fora nonnormalsystem,however,11( _- `I maybe large, and thus resonanceor
"pseudoresonance"
mayoccureven when w
is far from the spectrum.A plot of pseudospectracan be interpretedas a plot of
contoursof equalresonancemagnitude;the
real axis is of particularinterestbecauseit
correspondsto forcingat real frequencies.
Both CouetteandPoiseuilleflowsexhibit strong3D pseudoresonancefor frequencies w = 0 (Fig. 6). The magnitudeis
0(R2), not 0(R) as one would have for a
normaloperatorwith spectraat the same
distanceO(R-1) below the real axis. This
and other asymptoticresultsof our calculations are summarized
in Table 1.
Transientgrowth.A second interpretation of nonnormalityinvolvesthe transient
growth of flow perturbationsthat may
evolve fromcertaininitial conditions (1116). Considerthe initial-valueproblem

0.1
)L

0.1

dU
-t)
dt

= -iLTU(t), t 2 0, U(O) = v

(8)

The solution can be written U(t) =
exp(-it_T)v, whereexp(-it-T) is the operatorexponential.The factorby which such
solutionscan growin time t is

(9)

= sup llvll
||exp(-it.T)jI
v*O

If ? were a normaloperatorwith spectrum
in the lower half-plane, we would have
c 1 for all t 2 0, but in
I1exp(-it_T)jj
= 0(R)
actuality,the growthis lIexp(-it-T)II
at timest = 0(R) (Fig.7). This dependence
on R can be explained as follows: The
streamwise
vortex-streak
interactionis inviscid andoperateson a time scaleO(R) before
beingshutoffby the effectsof viscosity(13).
Such behavioris physicallystraightforward,
appearingcomplicatedonly when interpreted in the basisof eigenmodes.
The 0(R2) resonancesof Figs. 2 and 6
are approximatelyequal to the integrals
underthe curvesin Fig. 7. Mathematically,
this can be seen fromthe formula
= if'exp(-iLT)dt

-1

(10)

which implies
5 jjlexp(-it_T)jjdt
11E-T-'l

(11)

In practice,this inequalityis typicallywithin a factorof 2 of equality.We can interpret
the 0(R2) figurephysicallyby noting that
the resonantamplificationis a resultof the
combinationof two effects:one (normal)
factor 0(R) representingthe time scale
over which input energy can accumulate
Poimeufeb before it eventually decays, and another
1000
R=
(nonnormal)factor0(R) representingtransient growth.

A
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R=3500

0
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U 1

a
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B
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Fig. 4. Spectrumand E-pseudospectrain the
complex w-plane of the linearized NavierStokes evolutionoperatorfor Couetteflow.The
spectrum is the shaded region, and the solid
outertopare
inner,are
curves,
reaad from
sclethe boundaries
diferetly
mainRyaes

of the E-pseudospectra
for = 10-2, 10-2.5,
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10

R=350
R=00
0

0.2

0.4

Frequency
Fig. 6. Pseudoresonance curves for Couette
flow at various Reynolds numbers. Each curve
shows 11(uO- ?)-111, the maximum possible
amplification of perturbations to the laminar
flow field as a function of frequency o. An

analogous plot for Poiseuilleflow looks qualitatively the same except that for F?> 5772, an
additionalresonance of magnitude X appears
for X 0.2.

ARTICLE
A rigorous connection can be made
between transientgrowth factors and the
geometryof the pseudospectra.One can
prove
sup ||exp(-it.)lj
t20

>? sup e-1Cr(.T)

(12)

E>0

where cr,(-)

=

Imo (15).

SupP,,E(A)

In

words, if the pseudospectraprotrudefar into
the upper half-plane, then substantial transient growth must be possible. For the
Poiseuille and Couette flows considered
here, this estimate falls short of the actual
growth by a factor 1.4.

A thirdinterDestabilizing
perturbations.
pretation of nonnormality is based on an
altemative, equivalent definition of the
pseudospectra of an operator ?
A (-) = closure{w E C:

X E

A(_T + t)
(13)

for some Z with 11Zf1
' E}

In words, the E-pseudospectrumof ?Tis the
union of the spectra of all perturbedopera< E, togetherwith any
torsX + c with 11j11
limit points of this set (a technicality of
little importance). It is interesting to reconsider Figs. 4 and 5 in the light of this
alternative characterization. The pseudospectral contours in these figures imply
that although the flows in question are
eigenvalue stable (for R < 5772 in the
Poiseuille case), exceedingly small perturbations to the evolution operator, of order
O(R-2), suffice to make them eigenvalue
unstable (Fig. 8). The norm of the minimal
destabilizing perturbation is Emin =
))1II) ', the inverse of
(sup.E,-Rj( - _
the maximal resonance of Eq. 6. For example, although Poiseuille flow with R = 5000
is eigenvalue stable, there exists a perturbation Wof norm 1.2 x 10' that renders it
unstable.
This raises the question of the physical
meaning of operator perturbations and their
relevance to instabilities observed in the
laboratory. The minimal destabilizing per= Emin is easily charturbation Z with 11%11
acterized:It is the rank-1 operator EminVU*

U
15C

R 4000

R=Jo

10-2~~~~~~

'10-4

\

10-6.

102

spectrumof ? to perturbations,however,
raises the question of whether this effect
mightbe betterunderstoodas a symptomof
the nonnormalityof the unperturbedproblem than as a descriptionof how transition
to turbulence actually takes place under
naturalconditions (31).

Favored Structures
Unlike eigenmodes,the pseudomodesof a
linear operator are not uniquely determined; the precise structureexcited in a
highlynonnormallinearsystemwill depend
on the details of the excitation. But it is
noteworthythat the three physicalmechanismsconsideredabove lead to similarpredictions of what flow structuresshould be
prominentin shearflows at high Reynolds
numbers.Consider the initial-valueproblem of Eq. 8 with initial flow fieldU(O) =
v and solutionexp(-it_S)v. The amplitude
history of this solution is given by
exp(-it.T)vjj, and the operator norm
Iexp(-it.T)IIis the upper envelope of all
such curves correspondingto all initial
functionsv. Figure9 indicateshow closely
this envelope is approachedby three physicallyinterestingchoicesof v. Eachof these
functions can be characterizedmathematicallyas the function on which a certain linear operatorattains its norm; the
operators are ?- 1, exp(-itop0T), and
exp(-iO+LT),respectively,with the O+notation indicatinga limit as t -> 0. The first
function, v1, is the one that excites a
maximalresonantresponse,or equivalently, induces a minimaldestabilizingperturbation. The second,v2, is the Butler-Farrell
"optimal" that achieves maximal total

103

Reynolds number

104

Fig. 8. Minimalnorm Emin = O(R-2) of an
operatorperturbationZ that can destabilize an
eigenvalue-stableshear flowat Reynoldsnumber R. The dependence is so nearlyquadratic
that the curves appear straightto plottingaccuracy. The dots markthe approximateReynolds numbersat which Couetteand Poiseuille
flows are typicallyobserved to undergo transitionto turbulence(350 and 1000, respectively).

growthat some time t = topt.The third,V3,
is the perturbationwith maximal growth
rate at t = 0, which has been studiedby
Lumleyandothers (14, 32). We computev,
numericallywith the aid of the SVD applied to discreteapproximationsof the associatedoperators(33).
Although the physicalideas behind vp,

v2, and

R 2000

t

0

are different, v1 and v2 achieve

v3

comparable and near-maximaltransient
growth (and also comparableresonance,

Table 1. Leading-order behavior of various quantities as R -X 0 (numbers accurate to 1% for R >
100) and the associated wave numbers a and P. The results for Poiseuille flow pertain to the highly
nonnormal part of the problem, ignoring the R > 5772 mode (TS wave).

100

=50

wherethe asteriskdenotesconjugatetranspose and v and u are the functions that
achieve the supremumin Eq. 5 for X = 0
[in matrix terminology,u and v are the
principal singularvectors in the singular
value decomposition(SVD) of ?T(29); the
phrase "conjugatetranspose"is also from
matrix algebral.This operatortransforms
streamwisestreaksinto streamwisevortices,
closingthe loop so that transientgrowthfor
finite t can feed back to become modal
growth for all t. Of course, there is no
reasonto expect such a perfectlycontrived
perturbationto arise under naturalconditions; yet our calculationsshow that even
random perturbationsof ? often have
much the same effect (30). Such perturbationsmightbe introducedin the laboratory,
forexample,by imperfectionsin the boundarywalls.
A differentprospectiveapplication of
the idea of destabilizingoperatorperturbations may be to the theory of "secondary
instability"as an explanationof subcritical
transitionto turbulence(7-9). This theory
is foundedon the observationthat when
certainlaminarshearflowsareperturbedby
certainphysicallymotivatedwavesof large
amplitude,the resultingproblemis eigenvalue unstable.The greatsensitivityof the

Couette

250

500

nlme
Fig. 7. Nonmodal transient growth of flow per-

turbationsfor Couette flow. For any finite F?,
viscous effects shut off the growth on a time
scale 0(R).

Distance of spectrum from real axis
Maximum resonance sup R,Il(wJ - Y)-1II
Transient growth supt > 0 Ijexp(-itT)fI
Optimal time top for above
Lower bound based on pseudospectra
Transient growth (a = 0)
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Poiseuille

Value

a

(

Value

a

(R/2.47)-1
(R/8.12)2
fR129.1
R/8.52
R/42.6
R/29.3

0
0
35.7/R
35.7/R
0
0

0
1.18
1.60
1.60
1.62
1.66

(R12.47)-1
(RI/17.4)2
R/71.5
R/13.2
RI/103.
R/71.5

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1.62
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
581

not shown). These functionsare also similarin structure,both havingapproximately
the formof streamwisevorticesthat evolve
into streamwisestreaks.

Table 2. "Transition
to turbulence"of a 2 x 2
nonlinearmatrixmodel problem (Eq. 14). Although the growth factor M of the linearized
problem is O(R), nonlinearmixing effectively
cubes this figure so that the thresholdamplitude E is O(R?-3).

12.

:

~8

NonlinearBootstrapping and
Transitionto Turbulence

4V3

Kelvinwrote in 1887 (34):
It seems probable, almost certain indeed, that
...
the steady motion is stable for any viscosity,
however small; and that the practical unsteadiness
pointed out by Stokes forty-fouryears ago, and so
admirablyinvestigated experimentally five or six
years ago by Osborne Reynolds, is to be explained
by limits of stability becoming narrowerand narrowerthe smaller is the viscosity.

This view of instabilityis still standard,but
to this day, it has never been confirmedin
detail. In this final section, we speculate
aboutwhat the eventualconfirmationmay
look like-about how nonlinearand linear
mechanismsinteractto bringabout transition to turbulence.
Consider the 2 x 2 nonlinear model
problem
du

(-R'
d = Au + |IuIIBu,
A= (
B=(1

-

=102
=10-4

(14)

We considerthe norms IIu(0II
for solutions to Eq. 14 with R = 25 starting from
eight different initial vectors u(O) = (0,
const)T (Fig. 10), where the T denotes
< 10-4, the curvesare
transpose.For IIu(0)1I

approximately translates of one another on
this log scale, indicating that the evolution
10-4,

the nonlinearity has a pronounced effect.
10-4

and higher ampli-

tudes, the curves do not decay but blow up
to a critical point of amplitude = 1.
These calculations reveal a remarkable
phenomenon: The amplitude growth is far
greater than that of the linearized problem
du/dt = Au. We find that e is of order R-3,
not R` (Table 2). This "bootstrapping"
effect can be explained as follows. Suppose
the solution at t = 0 consists of a vector of
amplitude e in a direction that excites
growth of the linear problem du/dt = Au
(the principal right singular vector of A).At a later time, of order R, the solution has
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Fig. 10. IIu(t)II
2 model problem of Eq. 14 with initialampli= 10-7, 10-6, 10-5, 10-4, 4 x
tudes IIu(0)1I
10-4, 5 x 10-4,

= 5 x
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3.41 x 10-3
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Fig. 9. Initialgrowth and eventual decay of
Ijexp(-itY)vIlresultingfromthree initialperturbations v for Couette flow, R = 350. The
dashed curve is the operatornormas in Fig. 7.

I

where R is a large parameter. The linear
term, involving the nonnormal matrix A,
amplifies energy transiently. The nonlinear
term, involving the skew-symmetric matrix
B, rotates energy in the ulu2 plane but does
not create or destroy energy, -for it acts
orthogonally to the motion (35). Thus, we
have linear amplification coupled with energy-neutral nonlinear mixing, a situation
that holds also for the equations of fluid
mechanics (36).

= 4 x
is effectivelylinear.At IIu(O)II

40

0

1\

? )

0

R

The threshold

10-4.

grown to order RE by the linear growth
mechanism but moved into a direction that
no longer excites growth (the corresponding left singular vector). Meanwhile, however, the nonlinear term has had the effect
of transferring some of this energy back to
the original direction, with amplitude
R(Re)2 = R3E2 because the nonlinearity is
quadratic and the time scale is 0(R). If R3F2
is of order less than e, the process is not
self-sustaining and the energy decays. On
the other hand, if R3E2 is of order greater
than E, there is more energy than at the
start and sustained growth may occur.
Thus, the threshold amplitude is E =
O(R-3). A similar experiment shows that if
the same nonlinear equation is driven by a
forcing oscillation e"Zvinstead of an initial
vector u(O), the threshold amplitude becomes e = O(R-4).
It may appear that these results indicate
the great power and importance of nonlinear effects. Yet in two senses, these energy
growth scenarios are essentially linear.
First, as mentioned above, the nonlinear
term in Eq. 14 does not add energy but
merely redistributes it. Second, the appearance of the bootstrapping phenomenon
does not depend on the precise nature of
the nonlinearity. Any quadratic nonlinear
term that transfersenergy from decaying to
SCIENCE * VOL. 261 * 30 JULY 1993
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100

25.0

6.58 x 10-6
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growing solution components has the potential for inducing a threshold amplitude E
= O(R-3) or O(R-4) with respect to initial
or forcing data, respectively; a random perturbation, for example, will often suffice.
Higher order nonlinearities lead to similar
effects, though the exponents may be lowered, for example, to E = O(R-2) and
O(R-3) for a cubic nonlinearity.
The Navier-Stokes equations are more
complicated than our 2 x 2 model. One
difference is that instead of 2-vectors, they
act on functions with infinitely many degrees of freedom, most of which do not
experience nonnormal linear growth.
There will always be some energy in the
growing pseudomodes, however, and in a
pipe or channel of substantial extent, random fluctuations can be expected to raise
the energy levels in such components locally well above the statistical average (37,
38). Another difference is that the nonlinear interactions in the Navier-Stokes equations act across different wave numbers ox
and 13(12, 13), making the quadratic nonlinearity of Eq. 14 perhaps unrealistically
strong. Notwithstanding these qualifications, we conjecture that transition to turbulence of eigenvalue-stable shear flows
proceeds analogously to our model in that
the destabilizing mechanism is essentially
linear in the senses described above and the
amplitude threshold for transition is O(R-)
for some -y < -1 (39).

Conclusion
We have discussed three linear approaches
to the phenomenon of instability of shear
flows: (i) pseudoresonance, (ii) transient
growth of flow perturbations, and (iii) destabilizing operator perturbations. These
ideas are by no means independent. Mathematically, all are related to the pseudospectra of the operator ?, and physically,
all depend on the same mechanisms of
extraction of energy from the mean flow by
structures such as streamwise vortices. One
should not expect that one of these ideas
will prove to be right and the others wrong.

ARTICLE
Morelikely, each may prove relevantto a
particularclass of experiments, for it is
naturalto speculatethat transitionto turbulencemaybe triggeredin distinctcircumstancesby distinct causes, such as, respectively, (i) laboratoryvibrations,(ii) initial
or inlet disturbances,or (iii) deviationsof
the pipe or channel geometry from the
Poiseuilleor Couette ideal. In the coming
decade, as numerical simulationsof the
nonlinearNavier-Stokesequationsbecome
routine,much progresswill be madein the
elucidation of these details and a fuller
picture will emerge of the interaction of
linear and nonlinear effects in fluid mechanics.
Besides hydrodynamicstability, there
are other fields in which nonorthogonal
eigenfunctionsariseandeigenvaluesmaybe
misleading. Examplesin fluid mechanics
includethe instabilityof magneticplasmas
(40) and the formationof cyclones (41).
Examplesin numericalanalysisincludethe
stiffnessandnumericalinstabilityof discretizationsof differentialequations (42) and
the convergenceof iterativealgorithmsfor
nonsymmetricmatrix problems(43). The
recurringtheme in these and other applications is that althoughthe long-timebehavior of an evolvingsystemmaybe controlled
by nonlinearities,someimportantphenomena are of a short-time nature and are
essentially linear (44). If the linearized
problem is far from normal, eigenvalues
maybe preciselythe wrongtool for analyzing it, for eigenvaluesdeterminethe longtime behaviorof a nonnormallinear process, not the transient.
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